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The company invests in high quality products manufactured exclusively for 2S, with our specifications and quality control.
All products are CE marked.

CERTIFICATIONS

. National Organisation for Medicines (EOF): Registration certificate registry manufacturers of Medical Devices Class I
. ISO 9001: 2008
. ISO 13485: 2003
. Certificate of compliance based on the requirements of the Ministerial Decision DY8d/G.P.oik./1348/2004 for the distribution of
medical products

. EAN13 Barcode System
. Free Sales Certificate

WARRANTIES

We offer all the necessary warranties for our products, according to European Legislation.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT

Our Technical Support department expertly covers all support needs in our company premises and on the spot with spare parts
availability for all our products. We cover all your technical needs directly and efficiently.

INTRODUCTION
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We, the 2S team...
...are aware that the healthcare industry is, above all, a human centered industry.
We never lose sight of the fact that we provide care and comfort to people in
need, thus, to both patients and caregivers; patients and families who rely upon
us to receive respectful and dignified treatment solutions with quality products.
Our mission is to provide superior quality healthcare services that Patients
recommend to family and friends, Physicians refer for their patients, Purchasers
select for their clients, Employees are proud of, and Investors seek for long-term
return.
We aim to be a trustworthy provider for our customers and partners, both
regarding our existing business divisions of Orthopedics, Homecare Equipment
and Well being as well as in our future activities. We will be able to fulfill our
fundamental principles toward all those connected with 2S:
to improve the quality of life for the users of our products
to contribute towards guaranteeing the future of our customers, our partners and
ourselves,
and, in doing so, to promote a good and fair interaction with one another.
This is what we demand of ourselves
2S customers and partners are at the centre of our day-to-day work. We want 2S
customers and partners to be highly satisfied with us. We foster innovation,
active market development, individual solutions to problems and social
commitment – both domestically and internationally.
With our products and services, we create the greatest possible benefit for our
users, customers and partners.
Our full range of products and services meets the highest possible standards of
quality and safety. At 2S, we see quality in comprehensive terms, encompassing
the quality of both the products and the service we provide.
All 2S products are manufactured exclusively for 2S in internationally aclaimed
factories, with specifications set by our company and with our own quality
control.
We invest in continuous market research, new structures and new materials,
aiming for the optimization of both quality and the best possible pricing. We make
sure that our products are affordable and accessible with the best possible value
for money ratio.
Our goal is to find ourselves one step ahead of the needs of our customers in
providing high quality solutions for Health and Care. Our vision is to establish 2S
in the health sector, as the most reliable partner in providing quality products and
solutions.

Neck

NECK COLLAR WITH CHIN
SUPPORT, ADJUSTABLE

RIGID CERVICAL COLLAR
WITHOUT CHIN SUPPORT

HARD FOAM CERVICAL COLLAR

Ventilated Polyethylene Collar constructed in two sections
to enable height adjustment. Padded borders with vinyl
leather covering for increased comfort. Secure hook and
loop closure fastening to the rear (Velcro strap).

Ventilated Polyethylene Collar for conditions where more
support is required. Secures behind your neck with Velcro
strap.

Hard foam collar. Breathable, hypoallergenic, non-toxic.
Secures behind your neck with Velcro strap.

Code: 10.00.001

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
S
your neck and find your size.
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

Code: 10.00.003

Code: 10.00.002

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

ΜΕΓΕΘΗ
SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
S
your neck and find your size.
34cm
36cm

SIZE CHART
M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

Measure the circumference of
S
your neck and find your size.
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

NECK
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PHILADELPHIA COLLAR

FOAM CERVICAL COLLAR 6,5 cm or 8,5 cm

Type of brace used to keep your neck and head in the
correct position, giving your injured spinal column and
ligaments time to heal. Tracheotomy model available.

Flexible foam collar lined with cotton fabric and of 6,5cm or 8,5cm height. It can be used during sleep. The materials are
vented and antiallergic. It can be washed.

Code: 10.00.005 / 10.00.006

Code: 10.00.007

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
S
your neck and find your size.
34cm
36cm

SIZE CHART
M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

S
34cm
36cm

Measure the circumference of your neck and find your size.

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

IMMOBILIZING COLLAR

CERVICALTHORACIC BRACE WITH FOREHEAD SUPPORT MINERVA

A well-tolerated, open-air design, lightweight and comfortable
cervical orthosis, especially when control of cervical spine flexion
is indicated. Excellent stabilisation following neck traumas and
cervical disc hernia. It can be easily molded to fit both short and
tall size necks and has an open design for maximum
breathability.
SIZE CHART

Splint of thermoformable material of high quality and strength with six-point support for the jaw,
the occipital bone, the head and the chest area. Ergonomic and easy to use.

Measure the circumference of
S
your neck and find your size.
34cm
36cm

Measure the circumference of your neck and your shoulders to find your
size.

Code: 10.00.008

M
36cm
38cm

Code: 10.00.009

L
XL
38cm 40cm
40cm 42cm

SIZE CHART

NECK
S
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

SHOULDERS
L
38cm
40cm

S
70cm
90cm

M
90cm
110cm

L
110cm
130cm

Torso

ABDOMINAL AND RIB SUPPORT
BELT, ELASTIC

ABDOMINAL AND RIB SUPPORT
BELT, NEOPRENE  ONE SIZE

THERMAL SUPPORT ABDOMINAL
TUBE BELT GIBAUD TYPE

Abdominal support belt made of breathable elastic
cotton. It improves circulation, promotes wound healing,
minimizes bruising and reduces swelling. It provides
excellent post-surgical compression support in the
abdominal region.

This abdominal and rib belt combines firm support with
superior comfort. It provides support and heat in the
waist, abdomen and ribs. It works also as a slimming belt
which boosts the heat in the waist area while supporting
muscles and skin to prevent relaxation.

Abdominal tube belt made of hypoallergenic elastic
cotton. Gibaud style. It provides heat and support for the
abdomen and back. Heat increases blood circulation
providing comfort from pain. Available with Velcro strap as
well.

Code: 10.01.006

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.
2ΧL
S
M
4XL
L
XL
3XL
75cm 85cm 95cm 105cm 115cm 125cm 135cm
85cm 95cm 105cm 115cm 125cm 135cm 145cm

Code: 10.07.002

Code: 10.01.013 / 10.01.012

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
S
your waist and find your size.
75cm
85cm

M
L
XL
85cm 95cm 105cm
95cm 105cm 115cm

TORSO
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LUMBAR MULTIPLE SUPPORT BELT WITH POSTERIOR STAYS
Code: 10.01.014 / 10.01.019

This lumbar support belt is made of elastic high quality cotton with flexible stays and extra multiple supporting stripes.
Smaller belt-type support creates an extra belt on the belt for strong support in multiple levels. Strongly supports 8 different
points. Available in 26cm or 32cm height in the back.

CRISSCROSS LUMBAR SUPPORT
BELT WITH POSTERIOR STAYS
Code: 10.01.009

Lumbar support belt made of elastic high quality cotton
with flexible stays and extra criss cross support.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.

LUMBAR MULTIPLE SUPPORT BACK STABILIZING BELT
Code: 10.01.015

Lumbar support belt, functioning as back stabilizer, protecting you from strains and pulls with spring steel stays
strategically positioned for maximum support. Vented elastic side panels feature velcro closures and neoprene wrap for
custom fit and comfort. Latex-free neoprene construction for thermal/compression therapy and so tissue support.One size
fits all design makes it extra easy to use.

S
70cm
80cm

M
L
80cm 90cm
90cm 100cm

XL
100cm
110cm

2XL
110cm
120cm

3XL
120cm
135cm

4XL
135cm
145cm

LUMBAR SUPPORT BELT WITH BACK
SUPPORT MASSAGE PAD
Code: 10.01.022

Lumbar belt made of high quality knitted elastic cotton. Flexible
stays and the extra specially designed support and massage pad,
support the back area and provide comfort and relief. The pad is
detachable.
SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your
.waist and find your size.

1
2
70cm 90cm
90cm 120cm

TORSO
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COOL LIGHTWEIGHT LUMBAR
SUPPORT BELT WITH POSTERIOR
STAYS

NEOPRENE LUMBAR SUPPORT
BELT WITH EXTRA SUPPORT STRIP

3POINT HYPEREXTENSION BRACE
JEWETT

Lumbar belt made of ventilated neoprene fabric with
micropores. Features flexible stays for better support, as
well as an extra smaller belt on top for tighter adjustment.
It provides heat and support to the lumbar spine area.

Hyperextension braces are commonly used to treat spinal
compression fractures and help your back recover aer
spine surgery. Hyperextension braces are used to treat
fractures and back pain that occur where the thoracic
spine (upper back) meets the lumbar spine (low back). It
is designed to limit movement in these 2 regions of the
spine.

Code: 10.01.011

Code: 10.01.001

Lumbar support belt made of elastic high quality cotton
with flexible or rigid reinforcements.
SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.
S
M
L
XL
75cm 85cm 95cm 105cm
85cm 95cm 105cm 115cm

Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.
2ΧL
S
4XL
M
L
XL
3XL
75cm 85cm 95cm 105cm 115cm 125cm 135cm
85cm 95cm 105cm 115cm 125cm 135cm 145cm

DORSOLUMBAR SPINAL BRACE TAYLOR

KYPHOSIS POSTURE SUPPORT

Code: 10.06.020

Code: 10.06.005

This flexible brace is made of light breathable elastic cotton featuring rigid stays in the back. It is easy to wear and extremely
comfortable. It is height adjustable and helps the patient maintain correct posture.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.

Code: 10.06.004

Kyphosis (from Greek – kyphos, a hump), also called
roundback or Kelso’s hunchback, is a condition of
over-curvature of the thoracic vertebrae (upper back). This
supportive vest helps correct the back and spinal posture in
non severe cases, it is easy to wear and adjust, and made of
breathable elastic cotton with rigid stays in the back. It is
thin and easy to wear under the clothes.

SIZE CHART
S
70cm
80cm

M
L
80cm 90cm
90cm 100cm

XL
100cm
110cm

2XL
110cm
120cm

3XL
120cm
135cm

4XL
135cm
150cm

Measure the circumference of
S
your waist and find your size.
70cm
80cm

M
L
XL
80cm 90cm 100cm
90cm 100cm 110cm

TORSO
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UMBILICAL HERNIA SUPPORT
BELT  ONE SIZE

STERNOTOMY SUPPORT VEST

This support belt is made of breathable elastic cotton
fabric. It features a polyourethane pad specifically
designed to support the hernia area. The pad is detachable
and can be arranged the way the patient feels comfortable
with it. One size fits all design makes the belt easy to use.

Vest made of breathable elastic cotton with so padded
surface inside for extra comfort and adjustable straps to
ensure stability. Designed to provide the needed support
to the injured area.

Code: 10.01.016

Code: 10.01.018

INGUINAL HERNIA TRUSS, SINGLE
AND DOUBLE, ONE SIZE
Code: 10.06.032

A truss provides support for the herniated area, using a
pad and belt arrangement to hold it in the correct position.
The hernia truss is intended to contain a reducible inguinal
hernia within the abdomen. The truss’s one size fits all
design makes it easy to use. The pads are detachable and
can be adjusted to the comfrort of each patient. Product
comes with 2 pads, and can be used either as a single or a
double hernia support.

SIZE CHART

POSTURE AND CLAVICLE SUPPORT
BRACE
Code: 10.06.030

Posture and Clavicle Support brace adjusts to aid in the
healing of a clavicle fracture as well as providing support
to correct back and shoulder posture. It contains fully
padded foam straps for maximum patient comfort.
SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of
S
M
L
XL
your chest and find your size.
80cm 90cm 100cm 110cm
90cm 100cm 110cm 120cm

Measure the circumference of
S
your shoulders and find your 70cm
size.
80cm

JOCKSTRAP

WORKOUT WEIGHT LOSS SHORTS,
NEOPRENE

Code: 10.06.002
A jockstrap consists of a waistband with a support pouch
for the genitalia and two elastic straps affixed to the base
of the pouch and to the le and right sides of the
waistband at the hip. 100% cotton.

SIZE CHART
S, M, L, XL

M
L
XL
80cm 90cm 100cm
90cm 100cm 110cm

Code: 10.01.021

Premium Quality Workout Weight Loss Shorts from 3mm
Aeroprene, highest quality aerated super light triple
layered Neoprene. These materials provide an optimal
combination of support, compression and heat retention,
which improves blood circulation and allows the skin to
breathe when worn, thereby keeping you comfortable
and dry.
SIZE CHART
ight-loss-sh
.

Measure the circumference of your knees and find your size.
S
70cm
80cm

M
80cm
90cm

L
90cm
100cm

XL
100cm
115cm

XXL
115cm
130cm

Shoulder

POUCH ARM SLING

ARM SLING STRAP ONE SIZE

Pouch arm sling made of cotton fabric with straps to support
the back and adjust the height. Contains a pad for more
comfort in the neck area. Places the elbow flexed at 90° -

Adjustable strap made of so cotton material with
non-allergenic lining and a pad for more comfort in the
neck area. Holds the upper arm so as to achieve better
blood flow and does not press the shoulder with his
weight.

Code: 10.06.001

CHART SIZE
Measure the length of your arm from the shoulder to your wrist and find
your size.
S
XL
M
L
2XL
34cm 38cm 44cm 50cm 58cm
38cm 44cm 50cm 58cm 66cm

Code: 10.06.015

IMMOBILIZATION
CLAVICLESHOULDER JOINT
SUPPORT
Code: 10.06.007

Adjustable splint made of cotton. Immobilizes the
shoulder while sets the elbow flexed at 90°.
ΜΕΓΕΘΗ
SIZE
CHART
Measure the length of your arm from the shoulder to your wrist and find
your size.
S
XL
M
L
2XL
34cm 38cm 44cm 50cm 58cm
38cm 44cm 50cm 58cm 66cm

SHOULDER
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ARMSHOULDER IMMOBILISING
STRAP

SHOULDER SUPPORT

Hypoallergenic adjustable strap made of cotton featuring
a horizontal strip and a strap adjustable in height. Sets the
elbow flexed at 90° while allowing some movement in the
shoulder. Treatment of dislocations and fractures,
post-operative cases.

Shoulder supports made of flexible hypoallergenic cotton that provides heat to the shoulder. Fit both to the le and the
right shoulder.

Code: 10.06.031

Code: 10.06.035

SHOULDER SUPPORT, NEOPRENE
Code: 10.06.034

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your shoulder and find your size.

S
34cm
38cm

M
L
38cm 44cm
44cm 50cm

2XL
XL
50cm 58cm
58cm 66cm

SHOULDER ABDUCTION PILLOW BRACE, ONE SIZE
Code: 10.06.016

Pillow brace for shoulder immobilization following shoulder repairs or injuries. Abduction can vary (5 °, 30°, 45°-60°). Each size fits le and right. Conformed, shaped pillow can be reversed
for desired fit, position and abduction. Consists of a sling that immobilizes the elbow and wrist. A strap extends from the sling up and around the neck. The waist strap holds the abduction
pillow in place between the arm and chest.

Elbow

ELBOW SUPPORT, ELASTIC
Code: 10.03.001

Elbow support made of elastic fabric. Improves blood flow
to the so tissue areas by producing a constant
compression.

ELBOW SUPPORT WITH SILICONE
PADS
Code: 10.03.003

Elbow support made of a high quality and resistance flexible
double woven fabric with two large silicone pads. Surrounds
muscles, joints and tendons, increases the blood flow, helps the
absorbance of hematomas, swellings and inflammations,
smoothes post-operative deformations of so tissues, causes
gradual muscle compression and stabilization. Provides
preventive protection during work or sports.

ELBOW SUPPORT, NEOPRENE
Code: 10.03.002

Neoprene elbow support with breathable pores and a strap
for stronger support. Adjusts the pressure in the tubers of
the elbow.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your elbow and find your size.

S
22cm
25cm

M
L
25cm 28cm
28cm 31cm

XL
31cm
34cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

ELBOW
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ELBOW SUPPORT WITH EXTRA
NEOPRENE PAD
Code: 10.03.004

Elbow of ventilated neoprene with protective pad.
Supports the elbow, causes progressive compression and
protects during sports or work.

EPICONDYLITIS ELBOW SUPPORT
TENNIS ELBOW

NEOPRENE ELBOW SUPPORT
ONE SIZE

Code: 10.07.007

Code: 10.07.013

Elbow supportive strap made of breathable neoprene. It
has silicone pad and a safety strap. Provides support to
tendons and compression in the elbow tubers.

Elbow support made of a high resistant and flexible
neoprene with breathable micro-pores. Provides support
and relieves from various diseases. It has an incorporated
case for applying hot or cold pads.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your elbow and find your size.
S
M
L
XL
2XL
22cm 25cm 28cm 31cm 34cm
25cm 28cm 31cm 34cm 37cm

ROM ELBOW THERMOPLASTIC SPLINT
Code: 10.03.007

Pre-formed, thermoplastic splint with forearm and humerus (upper arm,
shoulder bone) components. User friendly, moulded screws and bolts
allow length adjustment of ROM splint. So laminated foam padded splint
with simple, hook and closures. Two rigid, but light weight, Range of Motion
(ROM) hinge splints. Post-operative rehabilitation care for improving ROM
of elbow joint.
SIZE CHART
Measure the length of your arm from the shoulder to your wrist
and find your size.

S
M
L
22cm 28cm 34cm
28cm 34cm 40cm

ROM ELBOW BRACE, ONE SIZE
Code: 10.03.006

Suitable for the le and right elbow, this state of the art elbow brace
provides support and protection following elbow injuries and elbow
surgery. It’s the modern alternative to serial plaster casting as it allows
changes in elbow range of motion throughout the rehabilitation
process. Compared to a plaster cast the ROM Elbow is lightweight,
comfortable and allows better patient hygiene. The ROM Elbow brace is
a versatile, easy to apply, comfortable brace, allowing for ideal fixed or
protected range of motion to help improve patient outcomes following
surgery or injury. The easy shape-to-fit malleable forearm and bicep
cuffs contour to the anatomy for a custom fit. Plush thermoformed
pads with unique anti-migration material maximize comfort for
long-term wear and improved patient compliance. Snap-to-fit buckles
allow for ideal adjustment with one hand. Universal size fits most
patients.

ΚΑΡΠΟΣ

Wrist / Fingers

NEOPRENE WRIST SUPPORT WITH
STRAP  ONE SIZE

ELASTIC WRIST SUPPORT WITH
STRAP ONE SIZE

NEOPRENE WRIST SUPPORT WITH
THUMB OPENING ONE SIZE

Wrist support with strap made of neoprene. Provides
stabilization and wrist control. It is for light injuries and is
also effective in preventive support for sports or work.

Elastic wrist support made of breathable fabric with a
strap for support. Provides stabilization and wrist control.
It is for light injuries and is also effective in preventive
support for sports or work.

Wrist support made of neoprene. It is for light injuries and
is also effective in preventive support for sports or work.

Code: 10.07.003

Code: 10.02.002

Code: 10.07.004

WRIST / FINGERS
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NEOPRENE WRIST SPLINT WITH
STRAP, AMBIDEXTROUS ONE
SIZE

ELASTIC WRIST SPLINT WITH
STRAP, AMBIDEXTROUS ONE
SIZE

NEOPRENE WRIST SPLINT WITH
THUMB SUPPORT AND STRAP,
AMBIDEXTROUS  ONE SIZE

Neoprene wrist splint with removable aluminium bar and
strap for wrist immobilization. Stabilizes the wrist by
prohibiting flexion-extension movements but leaves the
fingers free and functional. It features two cases for the
placement of the aluminum bar. Depending on the case
that will be used it can be fitted to the le or the right
hand.

Wrist splint made of elastic fabric with removable
aluminum bar and strap for wrist immobilization.
Stabilizes the wrist by prohibiting flexion-extension
movements but leaves the fingers free and functional. It
features two cases for the placement of the aluminum bar.
Depending on the case that will be used it can be fitted to
the le or the right hand.

Wrist splint made of neoprene with removable aluminum
bar and strap for wrist immobilization. It also has an extra
bar for thumb immobilization. The other fingers remain
free. It features two cases for the placement of the
aluminum bar. Depending on the case that will be used it
can be fitted to the le or the right hand.

Code: 10.07.011

WRIST & LOWER ARM SPLINT
30CM AMBIDEXTROUS ONE
SIZE
Code: 10.07.015

A wrist splint is a brace that looks like a fingerless glove
and that stabilizes your wrist in a straight and sometimes
slightly bent-back position. Wearing a wrist splint
minimizes pressure on the median nerve and allows you a
period of “relative rest” from movements that make
carpal tunnel syndrome worse. This splint has 2
aluminum supports and an easy to use strap for better
adjustment. It can be used in both hands by repositioning
the aluminum stays.

Code: 10.07.012

Code: 10.07.014

NEOPRENE THUMB SUPPORT,
AMBIDEXTROUS ONE SIZE

THERMOPLASTIC THUMB
IMMOBILIZING SPLINT

Wrist splint made of neoprene with bar for thumb
immobilization. Limits the mobility of the thumb while
supporting the carpal tunnel. Can be fitted both to the le
and right hand.

Molded with thin, lightweight plastic, the Thermoplastic
thumb immobilizing splint is a seamless splint supports
the thumb and limits wrist motion to reduce pain
experienced when gripping or pinching.

Code: 10.07.006

Code: 10.02.012

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
your wrist and find your size.

S
15cm
19cm

M
20cm
24cm

Le / Right

WRIST / FINGERS
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THERMOPLASTIC FUNCTIONAL
PREFORMED RESTING SPLINT
Code: 10.02.010

This splint is ideal for positioning the hand with arthritis or mild
hypertonicity. They position the wrist and hand in approximately
10 degree of wrist extension, 5 degree of ulnar deviation, 45
degree of MCP and PIP flexion, and 20 degree of DIG flexion, with
the thumb in 45 of extension midway between radial and
palmar abduction.
SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of
your wrist and find your size.

S
15cm
19cm

M
20cm
24cm

Le / Right

Code: 10.06.003

Plastic Finger Splints are designed to aid in the repair of
ruptured tendons. They are ideal for fingertip and nail bed
injuries and mallet finger.

S, M, L

Code: 10.02.013

Thumb Hole Wrist Cock-Up Splint maximum wrist support
with control of ulnar and radial deviation. Comfortable,
neutral position wrist support. •Places the wrist in a
neutral position and minimizes deviation. •Provides
comfortable, circumferential support to hold the wrist in
the desired angle of ﬂexion or extension. •Supports the
wrist in the correct position and allows free finger motion.

Measure the circumference of
your wrist and find your size.

DYNAMIC OUTRIGGER SPLINT
Code: 10.02.014

Dynamic Outrigger Splint offers extension and flexion treatment
splints for the wrist to aid in rehabilitation and recovery from
various injuries, surgeries and trauma to the wrist and
surrounding area. It saves time when splinting patients aer
MCP arthroplasty or radial nerve injury. Outrigger contours to the
hand and permits radial pull if desired. Precise outrigger
placement for a 90° line of pull is achieved by adjusting the
screws on each side.
SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

MALLET FINGER SPLINTS
PLASTIC

SIZE CHART

THERMOPLASTIC THUMB HOLE
WRIST COCKUP SPLINT

S
15cm
19cm

M
20cm
24cm

Le / Right

STRIP SPLINT ZIMMER
Code: 10.06.021

Strip splint can be cut and conformed to the desired
shape. Aer required splint has been created it can be
secured to place with tape.

Measure the circumference of
your wrist and find your size.

S
15cm
19cm

M
20cm
24cm

Le / Right

“ΤOAD” AND “BASEBALL” FINGER
SPLINTS
Code: 10.06.038

These splints can be reshaped to hold finger at an exact
degree of flexion or extension. They provide firm support
while injury heals and maintain interphalangeal position
for injuries to distal joints. No tape needed.
SIZE CHART
S, M, L

KNEE

THERMAL KNEE SUPPORT

SIMPLE ELASTIC KNEE SUPPORT

Elastic knee support made of a specially processed
hypoallergenic cotton fabric. Supports and provides heat in
the knee. It causes gradual compression in so tissues by
increasing blood flow.

Knee support made of elastic cotton. Supports the knee
area during minor movement or exercise.

Code: 10.04.001

Code: 10.04.002

KNITTED KNEE SUPPORT OPEN
PATELLA
Code: 10.04.004

This knee support features specially designed shape, to help
knee movement and silicone pad ring around the patella
area to provide extra support. Silicone is a so material,
allowing the knee to move easily while providing significant
support to the patella area, in order to avoid dislocations.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.

S
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
2XL
38cm 41cm 44cm
41cm 44cm 47cm

KNEE
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KNITTED KNEE SUPPORT WITH SIDE
 STAYS OPEN PATELLA
Code: 10.04.006

Knitted elastic knee support with silicone pads and side
flexible stays (open patella). Specially designed shape, to
help knee movement and silicone pad ring around the patella
area to provide extra support.

NEOPRENE KNEE SUPPORT
CLOSED PATELLA  ONE SIZE
Code: 10.04.009

Neoprene knee support (closed patella), applies constant
compression and provides heat. Made of dual laminated
perforated neoprene which allows air through the
channels, aims to reduce excessive perspiration without
losing body temperature.

NEOPRENE KNEE SUPPORT
CLOSED PATELLA WITH
FLEXIBLE STAYS
Code: 10.04.010

Neoprene Knee Support with flexible stays. Protects during
exercise.

SIZE CHART
S
34cm
36cm

Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.

NEOPRENE KNEE SUPPORT WITH
OPEN PATELLA
Code: 10.04.013

Provides support and compression for knee sprains and
strains, symptoms of arthritis, knee contusions and
instability. Neoprene fabric has four-way stretch for
optimal comfort and durability. Retains heat while
providing compressive support.
ΜΕΓΕΘΗ

NEOPRENE KNEE SUPPORT OPEN
PATELLA WITH SIDE METAL
STAYS
Code: 10.04.012

Triple-reinforced open patella stitching for added support
and durability. For minor knee conditions, mild to
moderate inflammation, rheumatism, arthritis and
conditions associated with overuse such as bursitis and
tendonitis. Side metal stays provide extra support to the
overall knee area.

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
2XL
38cm 41cm 44cm
41cm 44cm 47cm

NEOPRENE JSHAPED KNEE
SUPPORT WITH SPIRAL STAYS
Code: 10.04.017

Targeted relief. Durable neoprene material provides
consistent compression and comfort. J-shaped support
maintains proper alignment of the kneecap. Adjustable
compression straps provide increased stability. Product
features spiral stays that provide stability while allowing for
full range of motion.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.

S
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
2XL
38cm 41cm 44cm
41cm 44cm 47cm

KNEE
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NEOPRENE HINGED KNEE BRACE
Code: 10.04.014

High-performance metal hinge! Covered hinges add comfort
as they help stabilize the knee. Recommended for mild
ACL/PCL ligament sprains, osteoarthritis, patella dislocations
and knee instability.
SIZE CHART

Code: 10.04.015

Neoprene material is ideal for providing warmth and
compressionion Thigh & calf straps provide additional
compression & support. Easy to use.

Patella strap comes with pressure pad for targeted
compression to support the tendon below the kneecap.
Made with neoprene material to help provide warmth and
compression. Unique design to help improve symptoms of
Osgood-Schlatter disease, patellar dislocation. Provides
support for an injured or weakened patella, patella
tracking and elevation.

SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.
S
M
34cm 36cm
36cm 38cm

WRAPAROUND NEOPRENE HINGED PATELLA STRAP  ONE SIZE
KNEE BRACE
Code: 10.04.016

L
XL
2XL
38cm 41cm 44cm
41cm 44cm 47cm

WRAPAROUND NEOPRENE KNEE
SUPPORT  ONE SIZE
Code: 10.07.008

Wraparound and one size fits all design makes it easy to
use and can accommodate users of a wide range of body
types. Neoprene fabric has four-way stretch for optimal
comfort and durability. The opening at the back of the
knee prevents bunching during physical activity.

Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.
S
34cm
36cm

M
36cm
38cm

L
XL
38cm 41cm
41cm 44cm

2XL
44cm
47cm

3XL
47cm
50cm

4XL
50cm
54cm

WRAPAROUND NEOPRENE KNEE
SUPPORT WITH FLEXIBLE STAYS
ONE SIZE
Code: 10.07.009

Provides support and compression for knee sprains and
strains, symptoms of arthritis, knee contusions and
instability. Flexible stays are detachable and can be attached
in many ways in order to accommodate different needs and
body types.

KNEE IMMOBILIZER
Code: 10.04.008

The Knee Immobilizer is a straight leg immobilizer for
medial knee instability and lateral knee instability. This
extension knee brace prevents flexion and extension of
the knee for mild to severe knee injuries. A breathable
knee support with an open patella for optimal leg
immobilization. The foam and canvas material add
comfort and breathability to the leg immobilizer.

KNEE / THIGH / HIP
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ROM KNEE BRACE  ONE SIZE
Code: 10.04.007

The Range-of-Motion (ROM) Knee Brace is designed with
an easy-to-use range-of-motion hinge. Pre-set stops and
motion locks allow quick, easy dorsal and plantar flexion
settings. So foam laminated material for excellent
comfort in daily use. Hook and loop closures for easy
adjustment and exact fit. Lightweight while strong and
durable. Removable and washable liner.

KNEE BRACE WITH FOURCEPOINT
HINGE

NEOPRENE THIGH SLEEVE

This is the brace to use if you are an extremely active

This neoprene thigh sleeve, gives excellent compression to
ease the pain in injured quads or hamstrings. The thin,
breathable material allows perspiration to evaporate to
keep you cool. The unique features of the material mean
the sleeve won’t slide down the leg, even during vigorous
activity.

Code: 10.04.020

individual or athlete who suffers from an ACL, MCL, or PCL
instability or injury.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.
2XL
L
XL
34cm 36cm 38cm 41cm 44cm
36cm 38cm 41cm 44cm 47cm

S
M
ΜΕΓΕΘΗ

Code: 10.04.022

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your thigh on the top and find your size.
S
48cm
52cm

M
L
52cm 57cm
57cm 62cm

XL
62cm
70cm

2XL
70cm
78cm

NEOPRENE SHIN SLEEVE

HIP SPLINT

ROM HIP BRACE

This support sleeve is contoured with 4-way stretch for
optimal fit and performance. Adds warmth, compression
and support for calf strains, shin splints and varicose vein
problems.Offers support and stabilization to reduce
instability and prevent further strain or tearing.
Therapeutic warmth helps increase flexibility of the calf
muscle, while mild compression works to effectively
alleviate pain caused by strains, tears, and mild shin
splints.
SIZE CHART

This splint is made from neoprene material that provides
heat and support to the area, featuring a specially
designed aluminum stay for support and limitation on the
range of movements. Patients of any age who fracture a
hip or who suffer a serious so tissue injury may use these
splints to prevent further injury while the hip is healing.

This brace helps to control abduction and adduction
while allowing controlled range of hip flexion and
extension in those patients where there is concern over
postoperative hip dislocation following hip replacement
surgery or revision hip replacement surgery. It is
particularly useful in patients where muscle control is
identified as poor preoperatively but there is a
rehabilitation plan to improve muscle control post
operatively.

Code: 10.04.023

Measure the circumference of your shin and find your size.
S
29cm
32cm

M
L
32cm 35cm
35cm 38cm

XL
38cm
42cm

2XL
42cm
48cm

Code: 10.04.024

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your pelvis and the circumference of your
thigh and find your size.
S
70cm
80cm

2XL
M
L
XL
80cm 90cm 100cm 115cm
90cm 100cm 115cm 130cm

Code: 10.04.025

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your pelvis and the circumference of
your thigh and consult your applicator about the proper size for you.

ANKLE

ELASTIC PULLOVER ANKLE
SUPPORT
Code: 10.05.001

Helps control swelling. High-quality elastic provides uniform
compression to comfortably reduce swelling during physical
activity. Ideal support for weak or injured ankles.

ELASTIC PULLOVER ANKLE
AUPPORT WITH OPEN HEEL

KNITTED ANKLE SUPPORT WITH
SILICONE PADS

Elastic Pull-Over ankle aupport with open heel providing ankle
warmth and compression with comfortable fit that fits
comfortably in shoes or trainers. Wear on the le or right ankle
during physical activity or everyday routines to give stability
and aid flexibility for weak, painful or sprained ankles and
ankle joints.

Active ankle support for the muscular stabilisation of the

Code: 10.05.013

Code: 10.05.004

ankle and the relief of ankle pain. It uses a particularly
stretchy, breathable and moisture-wicking knitted fabric
to give effective compression and excellent comfort.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your ankle and find your size.

S
24cm
26cm

M
26cm
28cm

L
XL
28cm 31cm
31cm 34cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

ANKLE
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NEOPRENE ANKLE BRACE WITH
STRAPS
Code: 10.05.002

NEOPRENE ANKLE BRACE WITH
RIGID INSERTS
Code: 10.05.014

Lightweight, minimal bulk sports ankle brace. Provides a
winning combination of effective ankle support and
protection. Ideal to wear as a preventative ankle injury brace
during all sports.

Revolutionary ankle brace with a lightweight design to provide
the highest level of ankle protection. Perfect for a chronically
unstable or recurrent sprained ankle.

LACE UP ANKLE SUPPORT BRACE
Code: 10.05.003

Strong Support. Metal stays provide stability to both sides
of the ankle. Flexible and breathable material allows
comfortable fit. Fits right or le ankle. Ideal support for
weak or injured ankles, mild or moderate sprains and
ankle instability.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your ankle and find your size.

KNITTED PULLOVER SUPPORT
FOR THE ACHILLES’ HEEL
Code: 10.05.019

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your ankle and find your size.
M
26cm
28cm

L
XL
28cm 31cm
31cm 34cm

NEOPRENE FIGURE 8 ANKLE
SUPPORT ONE SIZE
Code: 10.07.010

Elastic Pull-Over ankle support for the Achilles’ heel with
zipper, reinforced with half-heel and extra one for the
other foot. Easy to wear with sneakers and other
confortable shoes.

S
24cm
26cm

S
24cm
26cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

Lightweight, neoprene wrap that can be easily adjusted
and applied to a swollen or injured ankle. The adjustable
ankle strap provides a custom fit and firm compression to
ensure of total comfort. Latex-free material provides
lightweight support during physical activity. Figure 8
design simulates taping for added stability and
compression. Adjustable hook-and-loop closure for a
secure fit. Fits right or le ankle. Ideal support for swelling,
tendonitis, mild sprains and strains and weak ankles.
Simulates taping.

M
26cm
28cm

L
XL
28cm 31cm
31cm 34cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

AIRCAST  ONE SIZE
Code: 10.05.005

The Aircast has anatomically designed shells that help
prevent the ankle rolling in or out. Each shell is lined with
the Aircell system. This system incorporates two
pre-inflated overlapping Aircells that provide support and
protection during walking. It is low cut in order to fit into
sports footwear.

ANKLE
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ANKLE FOOT ORTHOSIS AFO

NIGHT / RESTING AFO

FUNCTIONAL ANKLE SPLINT

Braces made of molded plastic offer a different dimension
of support than the conventional, metal and leather style.
A plastic brace allows even skin contact which decreases
the occurance of pressure points by spreading the
corrective force over a larger surface area. Solid ankle
AFO’s are used to maximize the support of the leg in
instances of ankle and knee weakness, spasticity, and for
positional support. Different versions of the Solid Ankle
AFO are also used to immobilize the foot and ankle to
manage wounds, heal fractures, and to decrease pain from
arthritis.
SIZE CHART

Removable multi – position AFO. Super absorbing
removable/washable liner. Enabling resting of the foot and
ankle in multi-positions. Prevents ankle plantar flexion
contractures. Night Resting AFO’s for stretching the calf
muscles aid in the management of heel pain (plantar
faciitis) and achilles tendonitis.

Ankle splint, boot type, constructed of lightweight and of
high quality and durability rigid plastic. Contains lining so
fabric and foam, which provides greater comfort. Features
polycentric mechanism to control flexion and extension of
the ankle.

Ask for the proper size
according to your shoe size.

Ask for the proper size
according to your shoe size.

Code: 10.05.006

S
35cm
37cm

M
38cm
40cm

Code: 10.05.007

L
40cm
44cm

SIZE CHART
S
35cm
37cm

M
38cm
40cm

L
40cm
44cm

The sole is anatomically shaped, anti-slip, ideal to absorb
vibrations and to help movement. The application and the
compression strap adjustment are made with adhesive
closure with velcro. Splint supports the ankle and allows
limited movement with safety.

Thermal knitwear
ELASTIC KNITWEAR SERIES
These specific knits are ideal for inducing heat to the
muscles while clamping on the so tissues relieving pain.
They help to restore light traumas and injuries. Ideal for
osteoarthritis problems, for significant relief especially
during winter.

KNITTED THERMAL BELT
Code: 10.01.030

Measure the circumference of your waist and find your size.
2XL
M
L
XL
80cm 90cm 100cm 110cm
90cm 100cm 110cm 120cm

KNITTED THERMAL KNEE
SUPPORT
Code: 10.04.037
SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of your elbow and find your size.
S
22cm
25cm

M
25cm
28cm

L
XL
28cm 31cm
31cm 34cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

KNITTED THERMAL ANKLE
SUPPORT
Code: 10.05.023
SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.
S
M
34cm 36cm
36cm 38cm

Code: 10.03.008
SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART
S
70cm
80cm

KNITTED THERMAL ELBOW SUPPORT

L
XL
38cm 41cm
41cm 44cm

2XL
44cm
47cm

M
26cm
28cm

Code: 10.02.018
SIZE CHART

Measure the circumference of your ankle and find your size.
S
24cm
26cm

KNITTED THERMAL WRIST
SUPPORT

L
XL
28cm 31cm
31cm 34cm

2XL
34cm
37cm

Measure the circumference of your wrist and find your size.
S
15cm
18cm

M
19cm
21cm

L
22cm
24cm

Kids series

KIDS FOAM CERVICAL COLLAR

KIDS “PHILADELPHIA” COLLAR

A so cervical collar is a device that helps prevent
movement of your neck. It is made of so foam, wraps
around your neck, and fastens in the back. When used as
prescribed by your physician, this Cervical Collar should be
worn for relief from pinched nerves or tightness in neck. It
may also provide comfort aer a whiplash injury.

A Philadelphia collar is a type of brace used to keep your
neck and head in the correct position. This gives your
injured spinal column and the ligaments time to heal. It
also helps support your neck muscles. This collar keeps
your neck from moving forward, bending backward, and
your head from turning. Staying in bed may cause many
pressure sores, blood clots, and other health problems.
The Philadelphia collar lets you get out of bed and start
moving sooner aer your injury. The Philadelphia collar is
made of Non-toxic Plastazote® Foam, with Velcro straps to
keep it closed. It consists of a front piece with a chin cup,
and a curved back piece that fits against the lower part of
your skull (head).

Code: 10.09.010

Code: 10.09.025

KIDS POSTURE AND CLAVICLE
SUPPORT BRACE
Code: 10.09.018

Posture and Clavicle Support
brace adjusts to aid in the
healing of a clavicle fracture as
well as providing general
posture support to correct for
proper back and shoulder
posture. Ideal for clavicle
fractures and postural problems.
It contains fully padded foam
straps for maximum patient
comfort. Hook and loop closure
allows for easy adjustment.

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference
of shoulders and find the
proper size for your kid.
S
40cm
50cm

M
50cm
60cm

L
60cm
70cm

KIDS ELBOW SUPPORT
Code: 10.09.019

Neoprene elbow support, with “little bear” print. Neoprene
material, regulates the pressure in the tubers of the elbow.
SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of the elbow and find the proper size.
S
16cm
18cm

M
18cm
20cm

L
20cm
22cm

KIDS NEOPRENE WRIST SUPPORT
WITH STRAP
Code: 10.09.012

Wrist support with strap made of neoprene. Provides
stabilization and wrist control. It is for light injuries and is
also effective in preventive support for sports or work.

KIDS ARM SLING STRAP
Code: 10.09.007

Adjustable strap made of so cotton material with
non-allergenic lining and a pad for more comfort in the
neck area. Holds the upper arm so as to achieve better
blood flow and does not press the shoulder with his weight.
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KIDS IMMOBILIZING POUCH ARM
SLING
Codes: 10.09.006 (LITTLE BEAR),
10.09.005 (HELLO KITTY)

KIDS SERIES

Kids arm immobilizing pouches made from hypoallergenic
materials, in playful designs and colors. They have height
adjustable straps and cushion for extra comfort in the area of the
shoulder and neck.
SIZE CHART
Measure the length of your hand and find your size.
S
16cm
22cm

KIDS KNEE SUPPORT
Code: 10.09.014

Knee support made of elastic cotton and Neoprene.
Supports the knee area during minor movement or
exercise.

KIDS 3POINT HYPEREXTENSION
BRACE JEWETT

Knee support made of elastic cotton and Neoprene for
more comfortable movement of the knee joint with side
bolsters that provide better support.

The 3 Point Hyperextension Brace provides a 3 point
pressure system to give a high level of control to the
lumbar and lower thoracic region of the spine. To limit
front bending, a hyperextension brace features a
rectangular metal frame that goes over the front of the
body. This frame puts pressure on the chest and pubic
bone. Because a hyperextension brace is primarily used to
treat spinal compression fractures that occur where the
upper back meets the low back, this brace also puts
pressure and support on the thoracic spine. This pressure
keeps the spine in an extended position.

Code: 10.09.015

Measure the circumference of your knee and find your size.

Code: 10.09.003

Ankle support which protects and helps prevent injuries,
and light traumas.

S
25cm
28cm

M
28cm
31cm

L
31cm
34cm

Code: 10.09.002

KID’S ANKLE SUPPORT WITH
OPEN HEEL

KIDS ANKLE SUPPORT WITH
SILICON ADONS

Εlastic ankle support with open heel, suitable for the
prevention & moderate rehabilitation of ankle injuries.

Ankle support with silicon ad-ons in heel area. Suitable for
the rehabilitation of ankle injuries.

Code: 10.09.021

Code: 10.05.004

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your ankle and find your size.

L
28cm
34cm

KIDS KNEE SUPPORT WITH SIDE
STAYS

SIZE CHART

KID’S FIGURE 8 ANKLE SUPPORT

M
22cm
28cm

S
18cm
20cm

M
20cm
22cm

L
22cm
24cm

KIDS SERIES
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KIDS NEOPRENE WRIST SPLINT
WITH STRAP

KIDS NIGHT / RESTING ANKLE
FOOT ORTHOSIS

Code: 10.09.020

Code: 10.09.022

Neoprene wrist splint with removable aluminium bar and
strap for wrist immobilization.

The AFO (Ankle Foot Orthosis) has been used for decades
to treat physical problems with the lower limb. AFO’s are
commonly sused to treat foot drop due to Stroke, MS
(Multiple Sclerosis), CP (Cerebral Palsy), Nerve Damage,
Spinal Cord Injuries, Traumatic Brain Injuries, and General
Weakness.
SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART
Measure the circumference of your wrist S
(right/le) and find your size.
9cm
11cm

M
11cm
13cm

L
13cm
15cm

Find the proper size for you according to
S
your shoe size (right/le).
21cm
24cm

M
25cm
28cm

L
28cm
33cm

PAVLIK BABY SPLINT

FREJKA BABY SPLINT

The PAVLIK splint is useful for babies who need help
in order to have their hips and pelvis in the right
position.

The FREJKA splint helps the alignment of pelvis and
hips especially in babies who were born with hip
dislocation.

Code: 10.09.023

SIZE CHART
S
0-3
µηνών

Code: 10.09.024

SIZE CHART
M
3-6
µηνών

L
6-9
µηνών

S
0-3
µηνών

M
3-6
µηνών

L
6-9
µηνών

XL
9-12
µηνών

2XL
12-15
µηνών

FEET / TOES

HALLUX VALGUS BUNION DAY
STRAP ONE SIZE
Code: 10.05.008

A hallux abducto valgus deformity, commonly called a
bunion, is a deformity characterized by lateral deviation
of the great toe, oen erroneously described as an
enlargement of bone or tissue around the joint at the
head of the big toe. This day-strap stabilizes the great toe
in extension, flexion and adduction. With so foam-lined
straps that will not slip or roll. It is thin enough to be
worn with shoes.

HALLUX VALGUS PADDED
SUPPORT NIGHT SPLINT ONE
SIZE
Code: 10.05.009

Immobilizes the hallux for maximum healing. Provides
adjustable varus/valgus positioning for correct alignment.
Suggested for non-ambulatory use, primarily at night.

SILICONE TOE SEPERATORS
Code: 13.00.001

A corrective shield placed in between toes, to prevent
overlapping of the toes commonly caused by bunions and
hammer toes.The toe separator is ideal for treating more
severe cases of overlapping toes.
SIZE CHART
ΜΕΓΕΘΗ
S, M, L

SILICONE ARCH SUPPORTS
Code: 13.00.009

Supports weak or fallen arches and reduces pain and
pressure. Suitable for low and high heel shoes. Ideal for
close fitting footwear.
Easy to fix with adhesive peel-off backing
Covered with CARBOSAN anti-bacterial and anti-fungal to
help reduct foot odour
Relieves foot, heel, ankle, knee and lower back pain.
Many common foot problems, including bunions and toe
cramps, can be alleviated through the proper use of arch
supports.
SIZE CHART
Ask for the proper size for you
according to your shoe size.

S
35cm
37cm

M
38cm
40cm

L
40cm
44cm

FEET / TOES
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SILICONE INSOLES

SILICONE INSOLES ¾

SILICONE HEEL CUSHIONS

Silicone insoles are hypo-allergenic, not-toxic and
odourless. They will not flatten under repeated pressure
from walking or standing and have a very long life
expectancy. Ideal for plantar pain, heel pain/spurs,
metatarsalgia, arthritis, plantar fat pad atrophy, and lower
back and joint pain.

Silicone insoles,¾, suitable for every day wear for sports, work
or recreational activities. They are also “non-skid” insoles
which are easy to clean, durable and a joy to wear. Lightly
sprinkle the top side of the insole with baby powder to
minimize friction with your foot.

Silicone insoles designed to reduce stress to the joints and
spine even under constant pressure. This product combines a
well designed heel cup with a pressure relieving so blue spot.
Absorbs impact at heel strike, ideal for Heel Spurs and early
morning heel pain.

Code: 13.00.005

Code: 13.00.004

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART
Ask for the proper size
S
for you according to 35cm
your shoe size.
37cm

Code: 13.00.006

M
L
38cm 41cm
40cm 43cm

XL
44cm
46cm

2XL
47cm
+

SILICONE INSOLES FOR
CALCANEAL VALGUS & CALCANEAL
VARUS FEET
Code: 13.00.010

Provides redistribution of pressure beneath foot and
attenuates impact of heel strike, relieve pain. Silicone
insoles are hypo-allergenic, not-toxic and odourless. They
will not flatten under repeated pressure from walking or
standing and have a very long life expectancy.
SIZE CHART
Ask for the proper size for you
S
according to your shoe size.
35cm
37cm

M
L
38cm 41cm
40cm 43cm

XL
44cm
+

Ask for the proper size for you
according to your shoe size.

SIZE CHART
S
35cm
38cm

M
39cm
41cm

L
42cm
44cm

SILICONE METATARSAL PAD
This metatarsal pad is made of adhesive silicone for
stabilization in the shoe. Its unique design cushions and
supports the entire metatarsal area, i.e. the width across the
ball joint, to make walking easier and pleasurable once again.
Metatarsal injuries are quite a common injury especially for
runners, as there is a constant pounding and runners are
putting constant stress on their feet. It΄s a common injury for
women who wear high heels as well.
SIZE CHART
S
35cm
38cm

S
35cm
38cm

M
39cm
41cm

L
42cm
44cm

METATARSAL CUSHION  ONE
SIZE

Code: 13.00.008

Ask for the proper size for you
according to your shoe size.

Ask for the proper size for you
according to your shoe size.

M
39cm
43cm

Code: 13.00.002

Metatarsal cushion containing silicone padding at the
base. The cushion design allows minimal movement in
the shoe and keeps the pad secure under foot.

Medical Stockings

GRADIENT COMPRESSION
PANTYHOSE 18/24MMHG

GRADIENT COMPRESSION KNEE HIGH SOCKS CCL1 (18/24 mmHg) / CCL2
25/35 mmHg OPEN TOES

Gradient Compression Pantyhose (18/24mmHg) provide
adequate compression while allowing the skin to breath.
Made of non allergenic material.

Strong graduated compression stockings made of durable, skin friendly, breathable material. For preoperative and
postoperative use and treatment of phlebitis. Available in beige and black.

Code: 12.00.004

Codes: 12.00.003 / 12.00.006

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

GRADIENT COMPRESSION THIGH
STOCKINGS WITH SILIKONE CCL1
18/24 mmHg / CCL2 25/35
mmHg) / CCL2 25/35 mmHg
OPEN TOES
Codes: 12.00.005 / 12.00.008 /
12.00.007

Strong graduated compression stockings made of durable,
skin friendly, breathable material. For preoperative and
postoperative use and treatment of phlebitis. Available in
beige and black. Suitable for men and women.

Tights
/ Socks
ΦΡΟΝΤΙ∆Α/ΝΟΣΗΛΕΙΑ
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ANTIEMBOLISM, THIGH STOCKINGS WITH SILICONE, ANTIEMBOLISM
KNEE HIGH SOCKS, ANTIEMBOLISM MONO HOSE RIGHT OR LEFT
Codes: 12.00.018 / 12.00.019 / 12.00.020

SOCKS FOR DIABETES
Code: 12.00.022

Sock that relieves the symptoms of diabetes in the lower

Anti-embolism socks specially designed for post- operational use in order to avoid blood clots and embolisms. Suitable for
women & men.

limbs. No elastic band. Antibacterial effect.

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

PHLEBITIS / LEG RESTING SOCKS

140DEN, KNEE HIGH, THIGH HIGH
STOCKINGS & PANTYHOSE

70DEN, KNEE HIGH, THIGH HIGH
STOCKINGS & PANTYHOSE

Elastic fabric socks with compression, that relax and
relieve foot while offer a comfortable walk. Available in
various colors with a transparent weave for everyday
application. Preventive use on varicose veins and phlebitis.

Socks and stockings ideal for tired feet aer long hours of
standing. Prevention therapy for phlebitis & varicose veins.
Available in many colors.

Codes: 12.00.010/12.00.009/12.00.011

Codes: 12.00.012/12.00.014/12.00.013

MATERNITY SUPPORT PANTYHOSE
70DEN
Code: 12.00.023

Maternity Support Pantyhose with flexibility in the
abdomen and lining to avoid anwanted pressure. It’s
compression relaxes the feet and helps prevent varicose
veins which are oen created during pregnancy. The use of
elastic compression stockings can reduce volumetric
variations during standing hours.

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

SIZE CHART

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

40DEN, STOCKINGS, KNEE HIGH SOCKS
Codes: 12.00.015 / 12.00.017

Extra thin socks, ideal for tired feet aer long hours of standing. Prevention therapy for phlebitis & varicose veins. Various colors.
SIZE CHART
S, M, L, XL, XXL

ΚΑΡΠΟΣ

Anatomic Pillows / Cushions

ANATOMIC SLEEPING PILLOW
Code: 11.00.001

NECK SUPPORT ANATOMIC
PILLOW

This pillow is made of visco-elastic (memory foam) and is
designed to support your neck during sleep . It is covered
with hypoelleregenic material which can be removed and
washed. This type of pillow has a deeper depression
where the head lies and extra support under the neck.
People with neck pain may favor these pillows, as they fill
the hollow space created by the neck and help keep the
neck in alignment with the spine.

A pillow that is contoured to fill the spaces under the
head and neck can be helpful for people with neck pain.
Also called “cervical pillow” or “orthopedic pillow”. This
type of pillow has a deeper depression where the head
lies, and extra support under the neck. Available in two
sizes: Large (L57cmΧW36cmΧH10cm) & Small (L45cmΧ
W32cmΧH10cm).

Code: 11.00.002

TRAVEL PILLOW
Code: 11.00.008

A “U” shaped pillow that is curved to fit snuggly around the
neck can be used for sleeping or supporting the head when
in a seated position. This type of pillow prevents the head
from bending too far to one side or the other. It also
creates a support so that the weight of the head is partially
taken care of by the pillow. This relieves some of the work
done by the muscles keeping the head up and may be
beneficial while sleeping in a sitting position, such as in an
airplane or in a car.

ANATOMIC PILLOWS
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TUBE SUPPORT CUSHION

LOWER BACK SUPPORT CUSHION

DONUT CUSHION

Code: 11.00.004

Code: 11.00.003

Pillows that provide effective support and treat problems
in spine, waist and neck.

A lower back support pillow helps provide support for the
inward curve in the lumbar spine and it is ideal for every
type of seat, even while sitting in a car.

As the name implies, this is a donut-shaped pillow that is
placed on the seat portion of a chair. With either a
depression or a hole in the center of the pillow, one can
sit with much less pressure in the coccyx region (the
tailbone).

INCLINED WEDGE CUSHION

INCLINED WEDGE CUSHION

COCCYX CUSHION

Inclined pillow with wedge support, 70X60X30 for legs and
torso support and for any other body part which is in need.

Inclined pillow with wedge support abduction, 40X35X25.
Supports various parts of the body.

Code: 11.00.010/11.00.011

Code: 11.00.013

Code: 11.00.020

WHEELCHAIR΄S COCCYX CUSHION

WHEELCHAIR΄S CUSHION

This cushion helps to relieve pressure, it΄s
fully portable and of unique design. Restores the natural
curve of your backbone. Made from hardwearing and
comfortable polyurethane foam.

This cushion helps to relieve pressure, it΄s
fully portable and of unique design. Restores the natural
curve of your backbone. Made from hardwearing and
comfortable polyurethane foam.

Code: 11.00.016

Code: 11.00.015

Code: 11.00.018

Anatomic cushion made of polyurethane foam. Relieves
patients with bladder coccyx problem. Waterproof cover.
The Coccyx Cushion is a great solution for back ache when
sitting down for long periods, as there could be too much
pressure on your lower spinal discs and tailbone (coccyx).
It is a fully portable and uniquely designed cushion that
can help relieve the pressure to help prevent back pain.

Hospitalization & Homecare

PROTECTIVE UNDERPAD FOR
SINGLE / DOUBLE / CHILD
MATTRESS

Cod.: 14.00.069 /14.00.080/14.00.036
Made from terry fabric with waterproof lining. Washable
and reusable. Protects the mattress from leaks. 90x190 /
160x200 / 90x140.

MEAL APRON

Code: 14.00.068
Apron of terry fabric with waterproof lining. It has a sheath
at the bottom in order to collect food while feeding so as
the patient remains clean. Secured with adhesive strips
on the neck. Washable and reusable.

UNDERPAD FOR HEAVY
INCONTINENCE
Code: 14.00.044

Absorbent cover with waterproof lining. Used as
bottom sheet incontinence, for additional protection of
the bed. Reinforced, ideal for cases of great incontinence.

DISPOSABLE UNDERPADS
Code: 14.00.016

Underpads: Highly Absorbent, so fluff fill Waterproof,
non-skid blue backing, sealed on all four sides to prevent
leakage.

PROTECTIVE PILLOW CASE
Code: 14.00.039

Protective waterproof and reusable pillow case. Protects
the pillow form spils and stains. Helps to maintan patient
hygiene.

INCONTINENCE DIAPERS FOR
ADULTS

Cod.: 14.00.023/14.00.024/14.00.025
Diapers for one use with special waterproof lining that
prevents leaks, double pulp layer for excellent absorbency,
lined with so material for skin care and adhesive safety
tapes. Sizes: M, L, XL.

HOSPITALIZATION & HOMECARE
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HAIR WASH BASIN INFLATABLE

HOT WATER BOTTLE

ELECTRIC HEATING PAD

Hair Wash Basin is an inflatable basin designed for
comfortable and convenient in-bed shampooing. The
special design of basin hair wash provides secure,
form-fitting support that cushions the head & shoulders.

A hot water bottle (water warmer) is a container filled with
hot water and sealed with a stopper, used to provide
warmth, typically whilst in bed, but also for the application
of heat to a specific part of the body. It is easy to fil with
warm water and provides the needed warmth to the
desired body part.

Multifunctional and practical heating pad ideal when heat
application is needed in specific body areas. Relieves body
and muscle pain. Various temperature levels allow you to
choose the desired heating power. Automatically stops
aer 90 mins of operation for safety reasons.

WARM / COLD PAD

SPLINT / PLASTER PROTECTOR

MULTIPOSITION ADJUSTABLE
BACK SUPPORT

Code: 14.00.022

Code: 10.06.029

For cryotherapy place in the freezer for 1-2 hours. For
thermotherapy place in a microwave oven for 1-2
minutes.

Code: 14.00.040

Codes: 14.00.028 / 14.00.029

The protective splint / plaster is available in different
sizes for both leg and arm. Easy to wear and
remove. Flexible and non-latex bulkhead keeps the splint
or cast dry while showering, bathing, or even swimming in
the pool or at the sea.

Code: 14.00.012

Code: 14.00.011

This Multi-Position Back Rest has been designed for use
with your existing pillow or cushion, to provide a raised
position for additional comfort and support. The adjustable
design has five adjustment angles which enables you to
customise the backrest for your preferred comfort.

URINAL / BEDPAN / DRAINAGE BAG

Codes: 14.00.026 - 14.00.004 - 50.00.151
Plastic urinal, for women and men. Skoramides and urine collectors made of durable plastic, ideal for bedridden patients. 24 hours urine collection and sterilized urinals.

HOSPITALIZATION & HOMECARE
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RAISED ΤOILET SEAT
Code: 14.00.008

DROP ARM HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
COMMODE

Raised toilet seats are Bathroom Assist Devices that are easier
to sit down upon and easier to get up, designed to reduce the
need to bend down; minimizing risk to those who have delicate
hips and joints. Raised Toilet Seats provided greater safety and
cause less strain for mobility patients. As specialized commode
seats, they provide increased bathroom safety by reducing
injury risks related to bathroom falls.

Durable aluminum construction with easy release drop
arm allowing for safe side transfer and snap on seat with
lid. Adjustable height (39-49cm) Backrest is removable
and arms have comfortable hypolon covering. Includes
bucket with lid and splash guard.

BATH BENCH ADJUSTABLE IN
HEIGHT
Code: 15.00.070

The seat is constructed of durable plastic with
easy-to-grip handles and molded-in areas for hand-held
shower spray storage.

Code: 15.00.071

ADJUSTABLE TUB TRANSFER BENCH
Code: 15.00.037

Tub transfer benches extend beyond the edge of the bathtub
and are designed to help out make transfers in and out of the
bathtub as safely as possible. They have a comfortable seat so
you can sit down while you shower, and arm-rails which provide
you with additional support. Transfer benches are available with
or without padding.

STANDARD CARE FOAM MATTRESS / SECTIONAL MATTRESS
Codes: 15.00.020 / 15.00.113

Mattresses of durable foam thickness 10cm (or thicker in cases of overweight patients) with cracks corresponding to the
slopes of the hospital bed, dressed in cotton fabric.

ALTERNATING PRESSURE AIR MATTRESS ENTRY
LEVEL
Code: 14.00.007

This air mattress is designed to fit over an existing twin mattress or bed. This mattress is also
used over medical bedframes, gel mattresses, and even on reclining chairs. Pad and pump
systems are entry level air mattresses used to assist with the treatment of bedsores. This
cost effective air mattress will immediately help to reduce painful pressure points and will
heal and prevent basic bedsores.

ALTERNATING AIR TUBE MATTRESS UP TO STAGE 4
Code: 14.00.032

This state of the art alternating pressure and low air loss mattress features up to stage 4. This
hospital grade air mattress automatically readjusts air flow for optimal performance and comfort.
This alternating pressure mattress system supports up to 400 lbs and remains inflated in the event
of a power outage. This hospital grade air mattress is designed to heal up to and including stage 4
bed sores. The built in low air loss feature is designed to keep the patient cool and dry while
reducing moisture and heat build up.
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ELECTRIC HOMECARE BED
Code: 15.00.042

Strong frame height adjustable with wooden panels. Electric control operates the bed, the feet, the head etc. Rechargeable batteries are available for use, in cases of power outages.

HOSPITAL BED DOUBLE CRANK

HOSPITAL BED SINGLE CRANK

Double crank hospital bed. Manually adjusts the position of the back and the legs. Strong
frame with detachable head and foot rests. The bed can have wheels, side rails, trapeze
bars etc.

Single crank hospital bed. Manually adjusts the position of the back. Strong frame with
detachable head and foot rests. The bed can have wheels, side rails, trapeze bars etc.

Code: 15.00.028

BED TRAPEZE

Code: 15.00.018

Code: 15.00.015

FREE STANDING BED TRAPEZE
Code: 15.00.039

STANDARD TELESCOPIC BED RAILS
Code: 15.00.016
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ΦΡΟΝΤΙ∆Α/ΝΟΣΗΛΕΙΑ
ANATOMIKA
ΜΑΞΙΛΑΡΙΑ
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HOSPITAL BED΄S HANDLE

SHEET BOW

I.V. STAND

Metal handle with metal base and metal clip which fits into
the bed.

The sheet arc is placed on the bed to keep the sheets and heavy
blankets raised from the feet and the body of the patient.

I.V. stand adjustable in height.

Code: 15.00.102

Code: 14.00.043

Code: 15.00.145

ELECTRICAL LIFTING CRANE
Code: 15.00.075

Steel construction with adjustable seat base, wheel rotators, removable battery and charger, low battery audio indicator and a fabric hammock.
There are different hammocks (for torso and head support, toilet, bathroom, etc.), spare motors, batteries, chargers and joystick controls. An important tool for liing and transferring
patients in bed or with chronic immobility, anywhere at home or in clinic. The adjustable base is designed to pass through narrow doors.

WHEELCHAIRS / TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRIC SCOOTER
Code: 15.00.111

The electric Scooter J60Fl by 2S, is specially designed to provide people with mobility diffictulty personal freedom, comfort and safety. This Scooter is unique for those who want
short and ecnomical transportation, in a comfortable seat and also it doesn’t require special driving or technical knowledge.

. Maximum front wheel speed 12.0 km / h (8.2 mph)
. Maximum rear wheel speed 4.8 km / h (3.0 mph)
. Maximum climbing angle 15 tilt or slope class 20%
. Distance from the motor base to the ground 9cm
. Performance (when fully charged) 58km (with 2 batteries 12V / 55AH)
. Braking distance on dry pavement conditions 1.8m
. Batteries 2 x 12V / 55AH
. Emergency Brake
. Adjustable seat elevation position
. Pivoting and removable arms for easy access from the sides
. Rotational driving position 360 degrees, fully reclining, adjustable in depth
. Adjustable handlebar
. Electromechanical disc brake system with automatic rear wheel safety motion

. Stable driving system
. External Battery Charger
. DC 24V motor for heavy vehicles
. Automatic system lock on / off
. Horn
. Front, side and rear-wheel lights
. Battery charger display
. Anti-tip rear wheels
. Transport basket
. Front and rear bumpers
. Electronic brake activation
. Electrically adjustable speed slider (high / low) with switch

WHEELCHAIRS / TRANSPORTATION
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POWER ELECTRIC WHEELCHAIRS
Code: 15.00.121

Power wheelchairs, folding or fixed, aluminum or metal. Maximum speed of 6-7 km / h, uphill slope 8 ° or 12 °, lithium battery, motor 100WX2 200WX2 or 250WX2, adjustable and
reclining footrests, detachable arms. Comfortable for everyday use and activities.

MANUAL FOLDING QUICK RELEASE WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.053

This wheelchair provides comfort and mobility in an economical package. It comes standard with padded nylon upholstery, folding cushioned desk-type armrests, swing away and
removeable footrests for easy storage.

TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT WIDTH

REAR WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL

SEAT HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL LENGTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

PATIENT WEIGHT

62cm

46cm

24΄΄

8΄΄

52cm

90cm

102cm

43cm

47cm

120kg

CODE

15.00.053
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MANUAL FOLDING ALTERNATING WHEELS WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.054

This wheelchair provides comfort and mobility in an economical package. It comes standard with two sets of wheels (24” and 12”) that can be alternating. In that way it can be a transport
chair or a user oriented chair. It comes standard with padded nylon upholstery, folding cushioned desk-type armrests, swing away and removable footrests for easy storage.

MANUAL FOLDING WHEELCHAIR 42 CM SEAT
Code: 15.00.126

Chair with metal frame, folding with large rear wheels, double wishbone for durability, detachable arms desk, removable footrests and brakes on the rear wheels. Ideal for
use outside of home and manageability by patient himself.

TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT WIDTH

15.00.054

62cm

46cm

15.00.126

57cm

42cm

REAR WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL

SEAT HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL LENGTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

PATIENT WEIGHT

8΄΄

52cm

90cm

102cm

43cm

47cm

120kg

8΄΄

52cm

84cm

97cm

39cm

40cm

100kg

CODE

24΄΄ /12΄΄
24΄΄

WHEELCHAIRS / TRANSPORTATION
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DELUXE ALUMINUM WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.085

Wheelchair with aluminum frame, reclining and removable sides adjustable in height, position adjustable in height, brakes, wheels and handles. Seat cushion 8cm thick for extra comfort,
folding backrest, large wheels with replaceable middle wheels (12 "). Double wishbone (patient weight up to 150kg), quick release footrests turning in and out (possibility of reclining
footrests). Ideal for use outside of home and manageability by patient himself.

HEAVY DUTY / BARIATRIC FOLDING MANUAL WHEELCHAIR 56CM SEAT
Code: 15.00.098

This wheelchair is designed for individuals who demand an extra wide, heavy-duty or tall wheelchair. It features heavy-duty reinforced chromed steel frame supports up to 250kg,
desk-length adjustable in height, removable armrests, durable, low maintenance, triple chrome-plated, carbon steel frame is long-lasting tall frames are designed to accommodate
taller individuals and to provide a more comfortable ride. Available in 56cm seat width. Double-embossed upholstery is durable, easy to clean and flame retardant. Choice of swingaway
footrests or elevating legrests with padded calf.

TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT WIDTH

REAR WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL

SEAT HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL LENGTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

PATIENT WEIGHT

15.00.085

68cm

46cm

24΄΄

8΄8΄
΄΄

47cm

96cm

106cm

47cm

51cm

120kg

15.00.098

72cm

56cm

24΄΄

8΄΄

48cm

90cm

102cm

43cm

47cm

230kg

CODE
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FOLDING 12” REAR WHEEL TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.055

This wheelchair comes standard with 12” rear wheels and padded nylon upholstery, folding cushioned desk-type armrests and swing away and removeable footrests for easy storage.

TRANSPORT WHEELCHAIR 8΄΄
Code: 15.00.056

This wheelchair features full-length padded armrests as well as flame-retardant upholstery and a set of convenient straps that make transporting the unit very easy. The comes with
a safety belt for the user’s extra safety and protection.

TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT WIDTH

REAR WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL

SEAT HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL LENGTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

PATIENT WEIGHT

15.00.055

56cm

46cm

12΄΄

8΄΄

52cm

95cm

102cm

43cm

46cm

100kg

15.00.056

55cm

46cm

8΄΄

8΄΄

48cm

95cm

93cm

42cm

43cm

120kg

CODE
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RECLINING BACK DELUXE WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.024

The Reclining Back Wheelchair is the most economical, high-quality reclining wheelchair you can get. Elevating leg rests and anti-tippers are included as standard options in the already
very low price and there are also other great options such as a full 180° reclining range and padded, detachable armrests with side panels as well as comfortable detachable head board
and a commode seat in the standard edition.

PEDIATRIC FOLDING TILTINSPACE WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.063

This is a fully configured pediatric tilt chair that only requires you to select the correct seat width. It has a depth adjustable seat, five-point harness, depth adjustable abductor, hip
guides, lateral supports and curved headrest as standard features. It can tilt-in-space up to 35º and has seat-to-back angle adjustability. The flip-up armrests are height and angle
adjustable and the footrests are swing-away and height adjustable. The seat is angled to prevent forward.
TOTAL WIDTH

SEAT WIDTH

REAR WHEEL

FRONT WHEEL

SEAT HEIGHT

TOTAL HEIGHT

TOTAL LENGTH

SEAT DEPTH

BACK HEIGHT

PATIENT WEIGHT

15.00.024

69cm

46cm

24΄΄

8΄΄

51cm

91cm / 126cm

123cm

44cm

49cm / 81cm

110kg

15.00.063

49cm

36cm

16΄΄

6΄΄

45cm

95cm

105cm

34cm

44cm

75kg

CODE
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ACTIVE PERFORMANCE ADJUSTABLE RIDGID WHEELCHAIR
Code: 15.00.073

Aluminum folding wheelchair extra lightweight (10kg) with rapidly detachable wheels (quick release) and back. Folds for easy transfer. Dynamic frame with 90 ° tilt for
comfort and easy handling. Comfortable for everyday use and activities.

DROP ARM COMMODE
TRANSPORT CHAIR

COMMODE TRANSPORT CHAIR,
COMPACT

COMMODE TRANSPORT CHAIR,
PREMIUM

The Drop-Arm Commode Transport Chair provides
transport, transfer and commode functions all in
one unit. Arms drop independently below seat level
for safe lateral transfers. The chair has cushioned
armrests to enhance user comfort. Swing-away
footrests can be extended or detached. 5΄΄ rear
swivel, locking casters facilitate maneuverability in
tight spaces. Padded seat cover also serves as a
backrest.

Chair with folding metal frame, retractable arms and
removable footrests. The seat is made of so PVC lined
with foam for extra comfort. The plastic can is removable.

Chair with folding metal frame, retractable arms and
removable footrests. The seat is made of so PVC lined
with foam for extra comfort. The plastic can is
removable.

Code: 15.00.011

Code: 15.00.152

Code: 15.00.151

ΚΑΡΠΟΣ

Spare parts

We provide several parts for both wheelchairs and walking aids. Here you can see only some of them. Contact us to assess the damage and recommend a suitable replacement and / or maintenance work,
depending on the type and state of each part.

LARGE REAR WHEELS, COMPACT AND PLEUMATIC

MEDIUM AND SMALL FRONT WHEELS & CASTERS

FOOT PLATES

WHEELCHAIR΄S BRAKES
ADJUSTABLE AND RECLINING FOOTRESTS

SPARE TIPS AND PLASTIC PARTS FOR WALKING AIDS AND WHEELCHAIRS

ARMRESTS

WHEELCHAIRS΄ SEAT AND BACK
TOILET SEATS AND SPARE PARTS

ANTITIP WHEELS

WHEELCHAIRS΄ BATTERIES

WHEELCHAIRS΄ JOY STICK

ALUMINUM FOLDING
ROLLATOR WITH 4 WHEELS
Code: 15.00.153

Aluminum rollator with aluminum wheels,
anatomical grips (revolving) with brakes. It has 4
wheels, luggage basket, seat and backrest.
Foldable for easy transport and storage.

ΑΝΑΠΗΡΙΚΑ ΑΜΑΞΙ∆ΙΑ / ΜΕΤΑΚΙΝΗΣΗ

Walking aids

ALUMINUM FOLDING ROLLATOR
WITH 3 WHEELS
Code: 15.00.154

Aluminum rollator with three aluminum wheels,
anatomical grips (revolving) with brakes. It contains
luggage basket, seat and backrest. Foldable for easy
transport and storage.

WALKER WITH BOOSTER PILLOW
Code: 15.00.127

Height adjustable walker suitable for very tall patients
(108-135cm). Supports walking in the upright position
with significant support with handles and pad. Provides
relaxation in the integrated seat.

50

LIGHT WEIGHT
FOREARM
WALKING
CRUTCH

WALKING AIDS

ALUMINUM
CRUTCHES

Code: 15.00.001
This walking crutch
provides stability and
durability. Each crutch is
manufactured with a
double extruded center
tube to ensure additional
strength on weight-bearing
areas. Extra thick (latex
free) underarm pads and
hand grips provide
maximum comfort when in
use. Tool free push-button
adjustment allows the
height of the underarm pad.
Hand grips adjust
separately without tools to
ensure a proper fit.

Code: 15.00.002
One piece molded plastic
cuff and hand grip assembly
provides safety and comfort
Available in attractive
colors.

HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE ALUMINUM
WALKER
Code: 15.00.012

Sizes: S, M, L

METAL WALKING
STICK  HEIGHT
ADJUSTABLE

Walker of excellent stability, made from aluminum with a
metal support bar and anatomic handles of so foam.
Adjustable in height.

Code: 15.00.008

Metal rattan, adjustable at
the desired height, with T
handle.

WOODEN WALKING STICK
Code: 15.00.025

Rattan walking stick type, made from solid beechwood piece.
Available in black, brown and pyrography.

WOODEN “T” HANDLE
WALKING STICK
Code: 15.00.026

Rattan made from solid beechwood, one
piece, with a handle in "T" shape, from
cellulose. The handles are available in
different colors and the torso in black and
brown.

FOLDING, RECIPROCATING HEIGHT
ADGUSTABLE ALUMINUM WALKER
Code: 15.00.003

Aluminum folding walker with a metal support bar and
anatomic handles of so foam. Option of alternating or stable
gait, lightweight and comfortable to carry. Adjustable in height.

FOLDING WALKING STICK,
HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
Code: 15.00.014

Metal black colored rattan, adjustable in
height and foldable. Easy to carry, very sturdy
and stable.

FOUR LEGED HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
WALKING STICK
Code: 15.00.005

Four-wheeled metal rattan, adjustable in height. Available with
short or long base.

2S Paramedical Equipment Ltd
Iroon Politechniou 29
13451 Kamatero, Athens, Greece
T. +30 210 2322012-013
F. +30 210 2385211
E. info@2Sonline.gr
www.2Sonline.gr

